Controversial Issues Essay							Michael Pruess
	Contemporary life may be marked by controversy, but there are those who prefer not to think on these controversies. They hole up and ignore goings-on, avoiding discussions regarding controversial topics when possible. This is especially easy for a child whose parents raise and take care of; ignorance isn't the end of the child's ability to function. For an adult, living alone, a lack of information regarding current controversial topics can greatly affect their ability to interact with others and survive. The greatest controversies the child faces are issues with family- hardly controversial, and very much temporary. Occasionally, the child hears tell of a war somewhere, or the Supreme Court's decision on some hugely controversial issue, but, if he has remained ignorant, he knows close to nothing of the thoughts or ideas that go into declaration of war or the court ruling.
	I am such.
	Of course I know of the war in Iraq. I can't say I have no knowledge of any controversies in today's world. I know that some oppose it and that some advocate it, but I wouldn't be able to list their reasons. I could form an opinion on the matter, but, as I know no meaningful facts or arguments that could either attack or defend the war, all I would be able to make my decision off of would be personal moral values. Killing is bad. War is bad. We should not have gone to war in Iraq. But me saying these things has no meaning. I'm not informed of the whole situation. I don't know why others do or don't support the war. Naivety might cause me to wonder how anyone could support such a gruesome thing as war- doesn't everyone know that fighting is bad?
	But that's just what it is- naivety. Of course people support the war. Otherwise it wouldn't be controversial. There are intelligent people who support the war. They must have their reasons. I don't know these reasons, so how could I understand the opposing positions, much less propose a solution or compromise? Ok, we're told reasons. The official reason for declaring war is well known in America, and throughout  a good deal of the world, I imagine. I don't consider this one of the reasons why people support the war. I believe it can be disregarded. The intelligent people advocating the war must have less demented reasons for assuming their positions. Someone who pays attention to the news, who talks to other people, who takes facts into account in order to form his own opinion, that person may be able to propose a solution to a controversy.
	The child who holes himself up and ignores the outside world as best he can, I, can not.
	You might say "oh, ok..." and go on to say that I surely know of more local controversies that pertain more immediately to me. I assure you I do not. I don't know about politics. "What's the name of Berkeley's mayor?" I don't know. "Do we have one?" Honest. I don't know about economics. Milk prices are going up at Monterey Market on Hopkins Street. Gas prices dropped a bit recently. Casinos charge more for a night in their rooms on Friday and Saturday than on
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